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Abstract
As data size and computing power increase, the architectures of deep neural
networks (DNNs) have been getting more complex and huge, and thus there is a
growing need to simplify such complex and huge DNNs. In this paper, we propose
a novel sparse Bayesian neural network (BNN) which searches a good DNN with
an appropriate complexity. We employ the masking variables at each node which
can turn off some nodes according to the posterior distribution to yield a nodewise
sparse DNN. We devise a prior distribution such that the posterior distribution has
theoretical optimalities (i.e. minimax optimality and adaptiveness), and develop an
efficient MCMC algorithm. By analyzing several benchmark datasets, we illustrate
that the proposed BNN performs well compared to other existing methods in the
sense that it discovers well condensed DNN architectures with similar prediction
accuracy and uncertainty quantification compared to large DNNs.

1

Introduction

Over the past decade, Deep Learning (DL) has achieved tremendous success in many AI applications
including computer vision and natural language processing. A key component of DL is complex
architectures called Deep Neural Networks (DNN), which consist of multiple non-linear hidden
layers. As the size of available data and computing power increase, the architectures of DNNs
have been getting more and more complex and huge. As a result, recent DNNs become heavily
over-parameterized. These over-parameterized networks result in expensive computation costs and
requirements of excessive storage capacities when they are deployed to application systems. Moreover,
over-parameterized DNNs frequently overfit the training data to result in worse performance in
prediction.
Various methodologies have been proposed to alleviate over-parameterization. A popular approach
is to sparsify a given DNN by iteratively pruning unnecessary edges [22, 13]. However, these edge
sparsified DNNs may not be fully efficient in reducing inferential costs (i.e. computation costs in
the prediction phase) because the dimensions of the weight matrices are not changed even if some
weights are zero. In contrast, pruning nodes - neurons for multilayer perceptron (MLP) and channels
for convolution neural network (CNN), can fully take advantage of sparsity. By pruning nodes in
∗
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DNNs [58, 25, 37, 54], the sparsified networks have the reduced widths to have low dimensional
weight matrices which results in less inferential costs without any special techniques.
Bayesian approaches for learning DNN, which is called Bayesian Neural Networks (BNN) [40, 42],
have been received much attention and successfully applied to various applications. Particularly,
BNNs have the merit of having better generalization ability as well as better uncertainty quantification
[60, 29]. Applications of BNNs range from recommender systems [55] to topic modeling [15],
medical diagnosis [12], and astrophysics [8], to name just a few.
In this paper, we propose a new node-sparse BNN model called the masked BNN (mBNN) which is
computationally feasible and has good theoretical properties. We develop a novel MCMC algorithm
which makes the Bayesian inference of the node-sparse BNN model possible to provide better
uncertainty quantification compared the variational inference (VI). Moreover, we prove that the
posterior concentration rate to the true model is near minimax optimal and adaptive to the smoothness
of the true model. The adaptiveness, which is the first of its kind for node-sparse BNNs, means that
the mBNN selects optimal sparse architectures without knowing the complexity of the true model.
Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We develop a node-sparse prior for DNNs such that Bayesian inference with a specially
designed MCMC algorithm is possible and the posterior concentration rate to the true model
is near minimax optimal adaptively to the smoothness of the true model.
• We implement an efficient MCMC algorithm for searching good node-sparse BNNs. In
particular, we develop a local informed proposal distribution in the Metropolis-Hastings
(MH) algorithm to search good node-sparse architectures efficiently.
• We provide sufficient conditions on the prior such that the posterior achieves the near
minimax concentration rate and adaptive to the smoothness of the true model.
• By analyzing benchmark datasets, we illustrate that the mBNN is compared favorably to
other non-sparse Bayesian approaches in terms of generalization and uncertainty quantification while inferential cost and model capacity are saved significantly. In addition, it is
shown that the Bayesian inference by our MCMC algorithm outperforms the VI.
1.1

Related Work

BNN algorithms Various computation algorithms to approximate the posterior distribution of
BNN have been developed. Stochastic Gradient Markov Chain Monte Carlo (SG-MCMC) methods
[57, 6, 36, 64, 26, 59] provide a promising direction for sampling from the posterior distribution
to allow efficient scalable inference. VI methods [20, 3, 27, 38, 50, 10], which have the merit of
less computation cost, are also popularly used for approximating the posterior distribution. Deep
ensembles [34, 45, 65, 47], which are often treated as a non-Bayesian alternative, are a promising
way of mimicking the Bayesian inference without approximating the posterior distribution directly.
Sparse BNN algorithms BNNs also play an important role as a tool for compressing DNNs.
Specifically, [41] uses variatonal dropout [31] to prune redundant weights. [9] and [56] develop
edge-sparse learning algorithms via adaptive empirical Bayesian methods. Although their algorithms
achieve promising compression rates, the reduction of inferential cost is much less than that of
node-sparse BNNs. Using scale-mixture priors, [39] and [17] develop node-sparse BNNs based
on the VI. However, it is well known that the VI is not good at approximating the true posterior
[2, 62, 29] and thus yields suboptimal results.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Notation

Let R and N be the sets of real numbers and natural numbers, respectively. For an integer n ∈ N,
we denote [n] := {1, . . . , n}. A capital letter denotes a random variable or matrix interchangeably
whenever its meaning is clear, and a vector is denoted by a bold letter, e.g. x := (x1 , . . . , xd )> .
Pd
For a d-dimensional vector x ∈ Rd , we denote |x|p := ( j=1 |xj |p )1/p for 1 ≤ p < ∞, |x|0 :=
Pd
j=1 I(xj 6= 0) and |x|∞ := maxj∈[d] |xj |. For a real-valued function f : X → R and 1 ≤ p < ∞,
2

1/p
R
Pn
we denote ||f ||p,n := ( i=1 f (xi )p /n)1/p and ||f ||p,PX := X∈X f (X)p dPX
where PX is
a probability measure defined on input space X . Moreover, we define ||f ||∞ = supx∈X |f (x)|.
For b1 ≤ b2 , we define f[b1 ,b2 ] (·) := min(max(f (·), b1 ), b2 ) which is a truncated version of f on
b1 and b2 . We denote ◦ and as the composition of functions and element-wise product of vectors
or matrices, respectively. For a probability vector q ∈ Rr , we denote Cat(q) as the categorical
distribution with the probabilities of each category being q and Multi(N,q) as the distribution of
N many selected balls without replacement from the jar containing r many balls whose selection
probabilities are q. For technical simplicity, we assume X = [−1, 1]d .
2.2

Data generating process

We consider two supervised learning problems : regression and classification. In regression problems,
the input vector X and the response variable Y ∈ R are generated from the model
X ∼PX ,
Y |X ∼N (f0 (X), σ02 ),

(1)

where PX is the probability measure defined on X . Here, f0 : X → R and σ02 > 0 are the unknown
true regression function and unknown variance of the noise, respectively.
For K-class classification problems, the input vector X and the response variable Y ∈ [K] are
generated from the model
X ∼PX ,
Y |X ∼ Cat (softmax(f0 (X))) ,

(2)

where PX is the probability measure defined on X and f0 : X → RK is the logit of the unknown
true conditional class probability function.

3

Masked Bayesian Neural Network

To construct a node-sparse BNN, we propose to use masking vectors which screen some nodes of the
hidden layers. We first define the masked Deep Neural Network (mDNN) model, and then propose
the mBNN on the top of the mDNN by specifying a prior appropriately. We focus the mBNN for
MLP in the main manuscript and the mBNN for CNN is explained in Appendix B.1.
3.1

Deep Neural Network

For L ∈ N and p = (p(0) , p(1) , ..., p(L) , p(L+1) )> ∈ NL+2 , DNN with the (L, p) architecture is a
DNN model which has L hidden layers and p(l) many nodes at the l-th hidden layer for l ∈ [L]. The
input and output dimensions are p(0) and p(L+1) , respectively. The output of the DNN model can be
written as
fθDNN (·) := AL+1 ◦ ρ ◦ AL · · · ◦ ρ ◦ A1 (·),
(3)
(l−1)

(l)

where Al : Rp
7→ Rp for l ∈ [L + 1] is an affine map defined as Al (x) := Wl x + bl with
(l)
p(l) ×p(l−1)
Wl ∈ R
and bl ∈ Rp and ρ is the RELU activation function. The DNN model is
parameterized by θ which is the concatenation of the weight matrices and bias vectors, that is
> >
>
θ := (vec(W1 )> , b>
1 , . . . , vec(WL+1 ) , bL+1 ) .

3.2

Masked Deep Neural Network

For a given standard DNN, the corresponding masked DNN (mDNN) is constructed by simply adding
masking parameters to the standard DNN model. For l ∈ [L], the mDNN model screens the nodes

(l)
at the l-th hidden layer using the binary masking vector m(l) ∈ {0, 1}p . When m(l) j = 0, the
j-th node at the l-th hidden layer becomes inactive. The output of the mDNN model with the (L, p)
architecture can be written as
mDNN
fM
,θ (·) := AL+1 ◦ ρm(L) ◦ AL · · · ◦ ρm(1) ◦ A1 (·),
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(l)

where Al for l ∈ [L + 1] is the affine map defined in (3) and ρm(l) : Rp → Rp
masked-RELU activation function defined as




x1
max(x1 , 0)




..
ρm(l)  ...  := m(l) 
.
.
xp(l)
max(xp(l) , 0)
PL

The model is parameterized by M and θ, where M ∈ {0, 1} l=1 p
masking vectors


>
> >
M := m(1) , . . . , m(L)

(l)

(l)

for l ∈ [L] is the

is the concatenate of the all

and θ is the concatenation of the weight matrices and the bias vectors in the standard DNN model.
Note that the mDNN is nothing but a standard DNN with the architecture (L, p̃) where (p̃)l =
m(l) 0 . That is, the mDNN is a reparameterization of the standard DNN using the masking vectors.
This reparameterization, however, allows us to develop an efficient MCMC algorithm, in particular
for searching good architectures (i.e. good masking vectors).
3.3

Prior and posterior distribution

We adopt a data-dependent prior Πn on the parameters M and θ (as well as σ 2 for regression
problems). We consider a data-dependent prior to ensure the optimal posterior concentration rate
and adaptiveness. We assume that a priori M and θ (as well as σ 2 for regression problems) are
independent.
For M , we use the following hierarchical prior. For each m(l) with l ∈ [L], let s(l) := |m(l) |0 be
the sparsity of the masking vector m(l) . We put a prior mass on s(l) by
5 (l) 2

Πn (s(l) )∝e−(λ log n)

s

for s(l) ∈ [p(l) ],

(4)

where λ > 0 is a hyper-parameter. Note that the prior on s(l) regularizes the width of the network,
and more strong regularization is enforced as more data are accumulated. Given the sparsity level
(l)
s(l) , the masking vector m(l) is sampled from the set {m(l) ∈ {0, 1}p : |m(l) |0 = s(l) } uniformly.
In other words,
1

iid

Πn (m(l) |s(l) ) ∝

p(l) 
s(l)

I(|m(l) |0 = s(l) ).

(5)

For the prior of θ, we assume that
iid

θi ∼ p(θi )

i ∈ [T ] ,

(6)

PL

where T := l=0 (p(l) + 1)p(l+1) is the length of the vector θ, and choose p carefully to ensure
desirable theoretical properties. For high-dimensional linear regression problems, [4] and [5] notice
that using a heavy-tailed distribution for the prior of the regression coefficients is essential for
theoretical optimality. Motivated by these observations, we consider a heavy-tailed distribution for p.
Let P be the class of polynomial tail distributions on R defined as


x− log x
x− log x
P := p : lim
→ 0 and lim
→0 .
x→∞ p(x)
x→∞ p(−x)
Examples of polynomial tail distributions are the Cauchy distribution and Student’s t-distribution. On
the other hand, the Gaussian and Laplace distributions do not belong to P. We assume that p belongs
to P. We will show in Section 5 that any prior in P yields the optimal posterior concentration rate.
For the prior of σ 2 in regression problems, a standard distribution such as the inverse-gamma
distribution can be used. Any distribution whose density is positive at the true σ02 works for theoretical
optimality.
4

3.4

Comparison with MC Dropout

The idea of masking nodes in DNN has been already used in various algorithms. Dropout [49] and
MC-dropout [14] are two representative examples, where they randomly mask the nodes of DNN
during the training phase. While Dropout abolishes the masking vectors and uses the scaled-down
version of the trained weights in the prediction phase, MC-dropout uses the trained weights obtained
in the training phase multiplied by a random masking vectors. Since the masking vectors is treated as
a random vectors following its posterior distribution at the prediction phase, our mBNN is similar to
MC-dropout. A key difference between the mBNN and MC-dropout, however, is that the mBNN
learns the distribution of the masking vectors from data via the posterior distribution but MC-dropout
does not. That is, the mBNN learns the architecture of DNN from data, which makes the mBNN have
good theoretical and empirical properties.

4

Posterior inference

Let D(n) := {(X i , Yi )}i∈[n] be training data. Let w denote all of the parameters in the mBNN,
that is, w := (M , θ, σ 2 ) for the regression problem (1) and w := (M , θ) for the classification
problem (2). For a new test example x ∈ X , the prediction with the mBNN is done by the predictive
distribution:
Z
p(y | x, D(n) ) =

p(y | x, w)Πn (w | D(n) )dw,

w

where Πn (w | D(n) ) is the posterior posterior distribution of w. When the integral is difficult to be
evaluated, it is common to approximate it by the Monte Carlo method
p(y | x, D(n) ) ≈

T
1X
p(y | x, w(t) ),
T t=1

where w(t) ∼ Πn (w | D(n) ). In this section, we develop a MCMC algorithm to sample w efficiently
from Πn (w | D(n) ).
4.1

MCMC algorithm

The proposed MCMC algorithm samples θ (and σ 2 ) given M and D(n) and then samples M given
θ (and σ 2 ) and D(n) , and iterates these two samplings until convergence.
There are various efficient sampling algorithms for θ (and σ 2 ) given M and D(n) such as Hamiltonian
Monte Carlo (HMC) [43], Stochastic Gradient Langevin Dynamics (SGLD) [57] and Stochastic
Gradient HMC (SGHMC) [6]. In practice, we select a sampling algorithm among those depending
on the sizes of data and model.
For generating M from its conditional posterior, we consider the Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algorithm. The hardest part is to design a good proposal distribution since the dimension of M is quite
large and all entries are binary. In the next subsection, we propose an efficient proposal distribution
for M .
4.2

Proposal for the MH algorithm

Essentially, sampling M is equivalent to sampling a large dimensional binary vector. A well known
strategy for sampling a large dimensional binary vector is to use the MH algorithm with the locally
informed proposal [52, 63] given as
1

q (M ? | M ) ∝ e 2 (l(M

?

)−l(M ))

I (M ? ∈ H(M )) ,

where l(M ) is the log-posterior of M and H(M ) is the Hamming ball of a certain size around M .
While powerful, this locally informed proposal requires to compute l(M ? ) for every M ? ∈ H(M ),
which could be time consuming.
To resolve this problem, we could use a linear approximation of l using the gradient information
at M as is suggested by [19]. Even though l(M ) is defined only on binary vectors, the gradient
5

Algorithm 1 The algorithm of the proposed MH algorithm
1: Sample u ∼ Bernoulli(0.5), N ∼ Uniform({1, . . . , Nmax }).
2: Calculate the selection probability Qu , where

Qu := softmax (−|∇l(Mu )|/2)

(7)

(l)

3: Sample N many nodes {i1 , . . . , iN } from {(l, j) : mj = u} by

{i1 , . . . , iN } ∼ Multi(N,Qu )
4: M ? = flip(M curr , {i1 , . . . , iN }), where M curr is the current masking vectors.
5: Accept or reject M ? with the acceptance probability (10).

∇l(M ) = ∂l(M )/∂M of l(M ) can be defined by extending the domain of l(M ) appropriately.
Using the standard approximation technique
l(M ∗ ) − l(M ) ≈ (M ∗ − M )
we could devise the proposal distribution as

Q = softmax −(2M − 1)
i ∼ Cat (Q) ,

∇l(M ),

∇l(M )
2
?
M = flip(M , i),

(8)


,

(9)

where flip(M , i) denotes the operation of flipping the value of the ith node. That is, the proposal
distribution first selects a node i with probability Q and changes its value to 1 − Mi .
For the mBNN, we need to modify the proposal distribution (9). First, the approximation (8) is
not accurate for the mBNN because the corresponding DNN is not locally smooth enough. Instead,
we select an entry with probability reciprocally proportional to |∇l(M )|. That is, we select nodes
which do not affect much to the current DNN model when their values are changed. By doing so, the
acceptance rate becomes larger. This modification is motivated by the pruning algorithm of [35]. The
second modification is that instead of changing an entry, our proposal changes multiple entries (i.e.
multiple nodes) simultaneously to make the mixing of the MCMC algorithm be faster.
To be more specific, we first select the move u ∈ {0, 1} with probability 1/2 and an inteager N
from [Nmax ] uniformly, where Nmax is a prespecified positive integer. Then, we select randomly
N nodes among the nodes whose masking
 values are u following Multi(N,Q
 u ) , where Qu :=
softmax (−|∇l(Mu )|/2) and ∇l(Mu ) = ∇l(M )k : Mk = u, k ∈ [|M |] . Finally, we flip the
masking values of the selected nodes to have a new proposal M ∗ . Then, we accept the new proposal
M ∗ with probability
!
Πn (M ? ) p(Y (n) | X (n) , M ? , θ) Multi(N,Q?1−u ) ({i1 , . . . , iN })
?
α(M , M ) := min 1,
, (10)
Πn (M ) p(Y (n) | X (n) , M , θ) Multi(N,Qu ) ({i1 , . . . , iN })


?
where Q?1−u := softmax −|∇l(M1−u
)|/2 and {i1 , . . . , iN } is the set of selected nodes.
Note that some inactive nodes become active when u = 0 (i.e. birth of nodes) and some active nodes
become inactive when u = 1 (i.e. death of nodes). The proposed MH algorithm is summarized in
Algorithm 1.

5

Theoretical results

In this section, we derive the posterior concentration rates of the mBNNs for regression and classification problems. For technical reasons, we only consider mBNN for MLP. We assume that
D(n) := {(X i , Yi )}i∈[n] are independent copies following the true distribution P0 specified by either
the model (1) or model (2).
6

5.1

Nonparametric regression

We consider the nonparametric regression model (1). We assume the true regression function f0
belongs to the β-Hölder class Hdβ . For inference, we consider the probabilistic model
ind.

mDNN
2
Yi ∼ N (fM
,θ[−F,F ] (Xi ), σ ),
mDNN
where fM
,θ (Xi ) has the (Ln , pn ) architecture with Ln and pn given as

Ln := dCL log ne ,
 √ 
pn := Cp n ,

(11)

pn :=(d, pn , . . . , pn , 1)> ∈ NLn +2

(12)

for positive constants CL and Cp that are defined in Lemma A.1. Then, the likelihood of w :=
(M , θ, σ 2 ) is expressed as
!
Pn
mDNN
2
i=1 (Yi − fM ,θ [−F,F ] (Xi ))
(n)
2 −n
L(w|D ) = (2πσ ) 2 exp −
,
2σ 2
and the corresponding posterior distribution is given as
Πn (w | D(n) ) ∝ Πn (w)L(w|D(n) ),
where Πn is the prior defined on Section 3.3.
In the following theorem, we show that the mBNN model achieves the optimal (up to a logarithmic
factor) posterior concentration rate to the true regression function.
Theorem 5.1 (Posterior Concentration of the mBNN for regression problems). Assume f0 ∈ Hdβ ,
2
2
β < d, and there exist F > 0 and σmax
> 0 such that kf0 k∞ ≤ F and σ02 ≤ σmax
. Consider the
mDNN model with the (Ln , pn ) architecture, where Ln and pn are given in (11) and (12). If we put
the prior given as (4), (5) and (6) over M , θ and any prior on σ 2 whose density (with respect to
2
Lebesgue measure) is positive on its support (0, σmax
], the posterior distribution concentrates to the
γ
2
−β/(2β+d)
f0 and σ0 at the rate εn = n
log (n) for γ > 25 in the sense that

 Pn
0
Πn (f, σ 2 ) : ||f − f0 ||2,PX + |σ 2 − σ02 | > Mn εn D(n) →
0
as n → ∞ for any Mn → ∞, where Pn0 is the probability measure of the training data D(n) .
The convergence rate n−β/(2β+d) is known to be minimax optimal when estimating the β-Hölder
smooth function [51]. Our concentration rate is nearly optimal up to a logarithmic factor and adaptive
to the smoothness of the true model.
Similar convergence rates are derived in the non-bayesian theoretical deep learning literature [48, 32].
An important advantage of our result is that the prior does not depend on the smoothness β of the
true regression function and hence our Bayesian model achieves the minimax optimality adaptive to
the smoothness. In contrast, the architectures considered in [48, 32] depend on the smoothness β and
thus are not adaptive.
Similar concentration rates have been derived for edge-sparse BNNs by [46, 7, 1]. As we explained
before, edge-sparse BNNs are not fully efficient for the compression of DNNs. Recently, [44] consider
a mixure of BNN models and prove that the VI posterior achieves a near minimax convergence rate
adaptively to the smoothness of the true model. However, this model is not suitable for compression.
Theorem 5.1 is the first result for theoretical optimality of the Bayesian analysis for node-sparse
DNNs.
5.2

Binary Classification

We consider the classification problem (2) with K = 2, and denote f0 := (f0 )2 − (f0 )1 . We assume
that f0 belongs to the β-Hölder class Hdβ . For inference, we consider the probabilistic model
ind.

mDNN
Yi ∼ Bernoulli(φ ◦ fM
,θ[−F,F ] (Xi )),

7

mDNN
where φ is the sigmoid function and fM
has the (Ln , pn ) architecture with Ln and pn given as
,θ
(11) and (12). Then, the likelihood of w := (M , θ) is expressed as

L(w|D

(n)

)=

n
Y

mDNN
Yi
mDNN
1−Yi
(φ ◦ fM
.
,θ[−F,F ] (Xi )) (1 − φ ◦ fM ,θ[−F,F ] (Xi ))

i=1

In the following theorem, we prove that the mBNN model achieves the optimal (up to a logarithmic
factor) posterior concentration rate to the true conditional class probability adaptive to the smoothness
of the true model.
Theorem 5.2 (Posterior Concentration of mBNN for classification problems). Assume f0 ∈ Hdβ ,
β < d, and there exists F > 0 such that kf0 k∞ ≤ F . Consider the mDNN model with the (Ln , pn )
architecture where Ln and pn are given in (11) and (12). If we put the prior given as (4), (5) and (6)
over M and θ, the posterior distribution concentrates to the true conditional class probability at the
rate εn = n−β/(2β+d) logγ (n) for γ > 52 in the sense that
 Pn

0
0
Πn f : ||φ ◦ f − φ ◦ f0 ||2,PX > Mn εn D(n) →
as n → ∞ for any Mn → ∞, where Pn0 is the probability measure of the training data D(n) .

6

Experiment

In this section, we perform experiments to empirically justify the usefulness of the mBNN. In section
6.1, by analyzing several benchmark datasets, we show that the mBNN is compared favorably to
other non-sparse Bayesian approaches in terms of generalization and uncertainty quantification
while inferential cost and model capacity are saved significantly. In addition, we confirm that the
Bayesian inference based on our MCMC algorithm outperforms the VI. In section 6.2, we illustrate
the efficiency of the proposal distribution (7) in the MH algorithm by comparing the random proposal.
All the experimental details as well as the results of additional numerical experiments are given in
Appendix B.
6.1

Performance of mBNN

We compare the mBNN with other non-sparse Bayesian methods in terms of generalization, uncertainty quantification as well as inferential cost and model capacity by analyzing several benchmark
datasets. Along with the Bayesian inference through MCMC algorithms (BNN), we consider mean
field VI (MFVI) [3] and Deep Ensemble [34] for non-sparse Bayesian approaches and a node-sparse
VI algorithm with the group normal-Jeffreys (BC-GNJ) prior [39].
Two hidden layer MLP with the layer sizes (100,100) is used for UCI regression datasets (Boston,
Concrete, Energy, Yacht) while ResNet18 [24] architecture is used for image datasets (CIFAR-10,
CIFAR-100). When we use ResNet18 architecture for experiments, we mask the channels of the
convolution layers. See Appendix B.1 for the detail of the masked Bayesian CNN. We construct
20 random 90-to-10 train-test splits for UCI datasets while we repeat the experiments 3 times with
different seeds for image datasets.
In Table 1, we report the means and standard errors of the performance measures on the repeated
experiments. For the performance measures, the root mean square error (RMSE) of the Bayes
estimator and the negative log-likelihood (NLL) of test data are considered for regression models
and the accuracy of the Bayes estimator and the expected calibration error (ECE) [33] are used
in classification models. Note that the NLL and ECE are two popular measures for uncertainty
quantification. In addition, we report inferential costs (FLOPs) and the numbers of nonzero parameters
(Capacity) of the node-sparse models relative to the non-sparse models.
The results in Table 1 amply show that the mBNN saves the inferential cost and memory usage
significantly compared to the non-sparse models while maintaining competitive and sometimes
better prediction accuracy and uncertainty quantification. The BC-GNJ also takes advantage of
less inferential cost but its generalization ability and uncertainty quantification are far below those
of the mBNN, which suggests that the Bayesian inference by our MCMC algorithm is desirable.
Performance based on different evaluation criteria and additional results are presented in Appendix
B.3.
8

Table 1: Benchmark datasets. Performance of mBNN, BNN, MFVI [3], Deep Ensemble [34] and
BC-GNJ [39]. When inferring the posterior of BNN and mBNN, we use HMC [43] for UCI datasets
while we use SGLD [57] for image datasets.
Dataset

Regression

Boston

Concrete

Energy

Classification

Yacht

6.2

CIFAR-10

CIFAR-100

Measure
RMSE
NLL
FLOPs ↓ (%)
RMSE
NLL
FLOPs ↓ (%)
RMSE
NLL
FLOPs ↓ (%)
RMSE
NLL
FLOPs ↓ (%)
ACC
ECE
FLOPs ↓ (%)
Capacity ↓ (%)
ACC
ECE
FLOPs ↓ (%)
Capacity ↓ (%)

BNN
2.942(0.150)
2.613(0.094)
·
4.855(0.164)
3.071(0.058)
·
0.454(0.013)
0.638(0.034)
·
0.638(0.066)
0.860(0.075)
·
0.944(0.001)
0.008(0.000)
·
·
0.765(0.002)
0.002(0.000)
·
·

MFVI
3.295(0.183)
2.689(0.084)
·
5.416(0.184)
3.172(0.055)
·
2.092(0.110)
2.139(0.062)
·
1.469(0.118)
1.771(0.076)
·
0.905(0.002)
0.018(0.003)
·
·
0.669(0.004)
0.007(0.000)
·
·

DeepEns
2.835(0.157)
2.585(0.130)
·
5.009(0.148)
3.028(0.040)
·
0.485(0.013)
0.744(0.035)
·
0.564(0.045)
0.942(0.234)
·
0.945(0.001)
0.007(0.001)
·
·
0.751(0.002)
0.003(0.000)
·
·

mBNNX
2.775(0.110)
2.507(0.067)
89.42(0.50)
4.794(0.152)
3.036(0.049)
85.80(0.51)
0.451(0.018)
0.626(0.038)
77.06(0.87)
0.630(0.043)
0.882(0.089)
81.26(0.72)
0.938(0.002)
0.006(0.000)
73.28(0.99)
92.23(0.09)
0.752(0.005)
0.002(0.000)
61.23(0.74)
75.16(0.10)

BC-GNJ
2.975(0.149)
2.758(0.117)
81.61(0.59)
5.082(0.253)
3.367(0.116)
64.64(0.69)
0.642(0.041)
0.956(0.052)
94.90(0.26)
1.176(0.104)
1.584(0.070)
69.77(0.70)
0.908(0.002)
0.012(0.001)
53.92(2.27)
78.88(1.51)
0.603(0.003)
0.006(0.000)
63.28(0.54)
59.30(3.85)

Efficiency of the proposal distribution

To illustrate the efficiency of our proposal distribution in
Algorithm 1, we conduct a comparative experiment. As
an alternative to the proposal distribution with selection
probability (7), we consider the random proposal which
gives the same selection probability on each active (or
inactive) node. In other words, we simply change (7)
with
(l)

Qrandom
∝ I(mj = u).
u
Figure 1 presents how the numbers of the activated nodes
in each layer decrease as the MCMC iteration proceeds
for Concrete dataset. It is obvious that the numbers of
activated nodes for our proposal distribution decrease
much faster than those for the random proposal. This Figure 1: Efficiency of the proposal.
fast decrease is observed for the other datasets whose The numbers of activated nodes in each
layer (y-axis) as the MCMC iteration (xresults are given in Appendix B.3.
axis) proceeds. We compare our proposal
with the random proposal.
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Discussion

As usual, computation cost for training the mBNN via
the MCMC algorithm is relatively expensive compare to
VI. Thus, reducing computation cost further to scale up the mBNN is still needed. A hybrid approach
of combining the MCMC algorithm and VI would be a promising direction.
Even though theoretical properties of the mBNN for CNN is still unanswered, we have seen that
the mBNN works well for CNN. For CIFAR-10, the capacity of the mBNN is less than 10% of the
non-sparse model. Roughly speaking, 90% of filters used in the non-sparse model are redundant. It
would be interesting to investigate which filters survive and which filters die in the mBNN, whose
results would be amply used for interpretation of CNN. We will leave this issue as a future work.
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Outline of the Supplementary Material
The Appendix is organized as follows.
• Appendix A provides the rigorous proofs of theoretical results in Sections 5.
– Appendix A.1 provides additional notations.
– Appendix A.2 states auxiliary lemmas for the proofs of the main theorems.
– Appendix A.3 provides the proof of Theorem 5.1.
– Appendix A.4 provides the proof of Theorem 5.2.
• Appendix B provides more experimental details.
– Appendix B.1 provides the detailed description of mBNN.
– Appendix B.2 provides the experimental setup.
– Appendix B.3 provides additional experimental results.
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A
A.1

Proofs for Main Theorems
Additional notations

In this section, we describe additional notations not mentioned earlier.
We define F DNN (L, p, F ) as the function class of truncated DNNs with (L, p) architecture :

DNN
F DNN (L, p, F ) := f : f = fθ[−F,F
] is a DNN with (L, p)
architecture truncated on [−F, F ] .
In a similar fashion, we define F mDNN (L, p, F ) as the function class of truncated mDNNs with
(L, p) architecture :

mDNN
F mDNN (L, p, F ) := f : f = fM
,θ[−F,F ] is a mDNN with (L, p)
architecture truncated on [−F, F ] .
and F mDNN (L, p, F, s) as

mDNN
mDNN
F mDNN (L, p, F, s) := f : f = fM
(L, p, F ), max |m(l) |0 ≤ s .
,θ[−F,F ] ∈ F
l∈[L]

For a real number x ∈ R, we denote dxe := min{z ∈ Z : z ≥ x}. For a vector x ∈ Rd and m
dimensional index vector j ⊂ [d], we denote (x)j ∈ Rm as the sub-vector whose elements are consist
of jth index of x. Let x(n) := (xi )ni=1 , X (n) := (Xi )ni=1 . For a real-valued function f : X → R and
1/p
R
Pn
1 ≤ p < ∞, we denote ||f ||p,n := ( i=1 f (xi )p /n)1/p and ||f ||p,PX := X∈X f (X)p dPX
where PX is a probability measure defined on input space X .
For two positive sequences {an } and {bn }, we denote an . bn if there exists a positive sequence
C > 0 such that an ≤ Cbn for all n ∈ N. We denote an  bn if an . bn and an & bn hold. We use
the little o notation, that is, we write an = o(bn ) if limn→∞ an /bn = 0.
Let F be a set of functions X → R and dn be a semimetric defined on F. We denote N (ε, F, dn )
and M(ε, F, dn ) as the ε-covering number and ε-packing number of F w.r.t. dn , respectively. Also,
we denote VF+ as the VC dimension of the set F + := {{(x, t) ∈ X × R; t ≤ f (x)} ; f ∈ F}.
A.2

Auxiliary lemmas

First, we describe a lemma that approximates Hölder smooth functions as DNN functions.
Lemma A.1 (Theorem 2 of [32]). There exists CL > 0 and Cp > 0 only depending on d such that
for every f0 ∈ Hdβ with kf0 k∞ ≤ F , there exist fθ̂DNN
∈ F DNN (Ln , vn , F ) with
[−F,F ]
Ln := dCL log ne ,
 
1/2 
d
vn := Cp n 2β+d (log n)−1
,
vn :=(d, vn , ..., vn , 1)> ∈ NLn +2 ,
such that
fθ̂DNN
− f0
[−F,F ]

β

∞

. n− 2β+d log n

and
|θ̂|∞ ≤ n

(A.1)

hold.
Note that the upper bound (A.1) is not mentioned in statement of [32], but it can be easily confirmed
by following their proof. Next, we describe a standard tool for establishing concentration rates.
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(n)
Lemma A.2 (Theorem 4 of [16]). Let Y(n) , A(n) , Pη : η ∈ Fn be a sequence statistical experiments with observations Y (n) . We consider the case where the observation Y (n) is a vector
Y (n) = (Y1 , . . . , Yn )> of independent observations Yi . We assume that the distribution Pη,i of the
ith component Yi possesses a density pη,i relative to Lebesgue measure for i ∈ [n]. We define
Z
Ki (η0 , η) = log(pη0 ,i /pη,i )dPη0 ,i ,
Z
2
V2,0;i (η0 , η) = (log(pη0 ,i /pη,i ) − Ki (η0 , η)) dPη0 ,i ,
and
Bn∗

n
n
n
o
X
1X
2 1
(η0 , εn ; 2) = η ∈ Fn :
Ki (η0 , η) ≤ εn ,
V2,0;i (η0 , η) ≤ ε2n .
n i=1
n i=1

Let hn be a semimetric on Fn with the property that there exist universal constants ξ > 0 and K > 0
such that for every ε > 0 and for each η1 ∈ Fn with hn (η1 , η0 ) > ε, there exists a test φn such that
2

Pη(n)
φn ≤ e−Knε ,
0
Let εn > 0, εn → 0 and

2

sup
η2 ∈Fn :hn (η2 ,η1 )<εξ

Pη(n)
(1 − φn ) ≤ e−Knε .
2

(nε2n )−1

= O(1). If for every sufficiently large j ∈ N,

1
sup log N
εξ, {η ∈ Fn : hn (η, η0 ) < ε} , hn ≤ nε2n ,
2
ε>εn
2 2
Πn (η ∈ Fn : jεn < hn (η, η0 ) ≤ 2jεn )
≤ eKnεn j /2
Πn (Bn (η0 , εn ; 2))
for all but finite many n, then we have that


(n)
Pη(n)
Π
η
∈
F
:
h
(η,
η
)
≥
M
ε
|
X
→0
n
n
n
0
n
n
0


for every Mn → ∞.
Next, we state the lemma which describes an upper bound of supremum norm distance of two DNN
functions whose parameters are similar.
Lemma A.3. Consider two DNN models fθDNN
: [−1, 1]d → R, fθDNN
: [−1, 1]d → R with (L, p)
1
2
>
L+2
architecture, where L ∈ N and p = (d, p, p, ..., p, 1) ∈ N
for some p ∈ N. If |θ1 |∞ ≤ B,
|θ2 |∞ ≤ B and |θ1 − θ2 |∞ ≤ δ holds for some B > 0 and δ > 0, then
kfθDNN
− fθDNN
k∞ ≤ dpL B L+1 (L + 1)δ
1
2
holds.
proof of Lemma A.3. Define
(·) = AL+1,1 ◦ ρ ◦ AL,1 · · · ◦ ρ ◦ A1,1 (·),
fθDNN
1
fθDNN
(·) = AL+1,2 ◦ ρ ◦ AL,2 · · · ◦ ρ ◦ A1,2 (·).
2
Also, we define hθ,L0 : [−1, 1]d → RpL0 for L0 ∈ [L] as the DNN model whose output is L0 -th
hidden layer of fθDNN . In other words,
hθ1 ,L0 (·) = AL0 ,1 ◦ ρ ◦ AL0 −1,1 · · · ◦ ρ ◦ A1,1 (·),
hθ2 ,L0 (·) = AL0 ,2 ◦ ρ ◦ AL0 −1,2 · · · ◦ ρ ◦ A1,2 (·).
We let hθ,L+1 (·) = fθDNN (·). Since
k|hθ1 ,L0 +1 − hθ2 ,L0 +1 |∞ k∞ ≤ p|θ1 − θ2 |∞ k|hθ1 ,L0 |∞ k∞ + p|θ2 |∞ k|hθ1 ,L0 − hθ2 ,L0 |∞ k∞
and

0

k|hθ1 ,L0 |∞ k∞ ≤ dpL −1 B L
hold, we can show that |θ1 − θ2 |∞ ≤ δ implies

0

0

0

k|hθ1 ,L0 (x) − hθ2 ,L0 (x)|∞ k∞ ≤ dpL −1 B L L0 δ
for every L0 ∈ [L + 1] by recursion.
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Lastly, we state the lemma about empirical process theory.
Lemma A.4 (Theorem 19.3 of [21]). Let X, X 1 , . . . , X n be independent and identically distributed
random vectors with values in Rd . Let K1 , K2 ≥ 1 be constants and let G be a class of functions
g : Rd → R with
|g(x)| ≤ K1 , E(g(X)2 ) ≤ K2 E(g(X)).
Let 0 < κ < 1 and α > 0. Assume that
n
o
p
√ √
√
nκ 1 − κ α ≥ 288 max 2K1 , 2K2
and that, for all x1 , . . . , xn ∈ Rd and for all t ≥ α8 ,
v
(
)
!
u
√
Z √t
n
X
u
1
nκ(1 − κ)t
2
tlog N u, g ∈ G :
√
≥
g (xi ) ≤ 16t , || · ||1,n du.
κ(1−κ)t
n i=1
96 2 max {K1 , 2K2 }
16 max{K ,2K }
1

2

Then,
)
Pn


E{g(X)} − n1 i=1 g (X i )
nακ2 (1 − κ)
> κ ≤ 60 exp −
.
P sup
α + E{g(X)}
128 · 2304 max {K12 , K2 }
g∈G
(

A.3

Proof of Theorem 5.1

Let τ := γ − 25 . It is enough to show the main statement for 0 < τ < 1. Note that εn =
β

β

5

n− 2β+d (log n)γ = n− 2β+d (log n)τ + 2 . For Cp defined in Lemma A.1, we define sn as
 
1/2 
d
3τ
2β+d
sn := Cp n
(log n)
and sn = (d, sn , . . . , sn , 1)> ∈ NLn +2 . We define
Tn := (d + 1)pn + (Ln − 1)pn (pn + 1) + (pn + 1)
and
Sn := (d + 1)sn + (Ln − 1)sn (sn + 1) + (sn + 1)
as the numbers of parameters in the DNNs with (Ln , pn ) and (Ln , sn ) architectures, respectively. Let
Fn be the set of pairs of truncated mDNN with (Ln , pn ) architecture and variances of the Gaussian
noise,
n
o
2
Fn := (f, σ 2 )> : f ∈ F mDNN (Ln , pn , F ), 0 < σ 2 ≤ σmax
.
Also, we let Fn0 ⊂ Fn by
n
o
2
Fn0 := (f, σ 2 )> : f ∈ F mDNN (Ln , pn , F, sn ), 0 < σ 2 ≤ σmax
.
In the first step of the proof, we fix {x(n) }∞
n=1 and show
h 

i
E0 Πn (f, σ 2 )> ∈ Fn0 : ||f − f0 ||2,n + |σ 2 − σ02 | > Mn εn D(n) X (n) = x(n) → 0 (A.2)
as n → ∞ for any Mn → ∞.
In the second step of proof, we extend empirical L2 error to expected L2 error. In other words, we
show
h 
i
E0 Πn (f, σ 2 )> ∈ Fn0 : ||f − f0 ||2,PX + |σ 2 − σ02 | > Mn εn D(n) → 0
(A.3)
as n → ∞ for any Mn → ∞.
In the last step of proof, we show
h 
i
E0 Πn (f, σ 2 )> ∈ (Fn \ Fn0 ) D(n) → 0.
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(A.4)

and the proof of Theorem 5.1 is done by (A.3) and (A.4).
Step 1 For fixed {x(n) }∞
n=1 , let P(f,σ 2 ),i and p(f,σ 2 ),i be the probability measure and density corresponding to Gaussian distribution N (f (xi ), σ 2 ), respectively. We define the semimetric h2n on
Fn0 as the average of the squares of the Hellinger distances for the distributions of the n individual
observations. In other words, for (f1 , σ12 ), (f2 , σ22 ) ∈ Fn0 ,
n Z
2

1 X p
p
2
2
2
hn (f1 , σ1 ), (f2 , σ2 ) :=
p(f1 ,σ12 ),i − p(f2 ,σ22 ),i dP(f1 ,σ12 ),i .
n i=1
Note that h2n satisfies

(||f1 − f2 ||2,n + |σ12 − σ22 |)2 ≤ 2 ||f1 − f2 ||22,n + |σ12 − σ22 |2

. h2n (f1 , σ12 ), (f2 , σ22 ) .
by Lemma B.1 of [61]. Hence, to prove (A.2), it is suffices to show
i

h 

E0 Πn (f, σ 2 )> ∈ Fn0 : hn (f, σ 2 ), (f0 , σ02 ) > Mn εn D(n) X (n) = x(n) → 0.

(A.5)

Since Hellinger distance possesses an exponentially powerful local test with respect to both the type-I
and type-II errors (Lemma 2 of [16]), we can use the standard tool to establish concentration rates
that we restate in Lemma A.2 for the convenience of the reader.
If we define semimetric dn on Fn0 as

d2n (f1 , σ12 ), (f2 , σ22 ) := ||f1 − f2 ||1,n + |σ12 − σ22 |2 ,

then h2n (·) . d2n (·) holds by by Lemma B.1 of [61] and hence N (ε, Fn0 , hn ) ≤ N ε2 , Fn0 , d2n .
2
2
Also, by the fact that ||f1 −f2 ||1,n ≤ ε2 and |σ12 −σ22 |2 ≤ ε2 implies ||f1 −f2 ||1,n +|σ12 −σ22 |2 ≤ ε2
mDNN
mDNN
and for every fM
(Ln , pn , F, sn ) there exist ψM ,θ ∈ RSn and fψDNN
∈
,θ [−F,F ] ∈ F
M ,θ [−F,F ]
DNN
mDNN
DNN
F
(Ln , sn , F ) such that fM ,θ [−F,F ] = fψM ,θ [−F,F ] holds, we get

N (ε, Fn0 , hn ) ≤N ε2 , Fn0 , d2n
 2
√ 2
ε
2σmax
≤N
, F mDNN (Ln , pn , F, sn ), || · ||1,n
2
ε
 2
√ 2
ε
2σmax
, F DNN (Ln , sn , F ), || · ||1,n
.
≤N
2
ε
Since functions in F DN N (Ln , sn , F ) are bounded by [−F, F ], there exists c1 > 0 such that
 2

 2

ε
ε
DNN
DN N
N
,F
(Ln , sn , F ), || · ||1,n ≤M
,F
(Ln , sn , F ), || · ||1,n
2
2

V +
12eF F DNN (Ln ,sn ,F )
8eF
log 2
≤3
2

c L S log Sn

12eF 1 n n
8eF
log
≤3
2
2
holds for every ε > 0 by Theorem 9.4 of [21] and Theorem 6 of [23]. Hence,


sup log N ε, Fn0 , hn .Ln Sn log Sn log n
ε>εn

d

n 2β+d (log n)4+3τ
≤nε2n

(A.6)

holds.
Now, we define
Ki ((f0 , σ02 ), (f, σ 2 ))

Z
=

log(p(f0 ,σ02 ),i /p(f,σ2 ),i )dP(f0 ,σ02 ),i ,
Z 
2
log(p(f0 ,σ02 ),i /p(f,σ2 ),i − Ki ((f0 , σ02 ), (f, σ 2 )) dP(f0 ,σ02 ),i
V2,0;i ((f0 , σ02 ), (f, σ 2 )) =
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and
n
 

1X
Bn∗ (f0 , σ02 ), ε; 2 = (f, σ 2 ) ∈ Fn0 :
Ki (f0 , σ02 ), (f, σ 2 ) ≤ ε2 ,
n i=1
n


1X
V2,0;i (f0 , σ02 ), (f, σ 2 ) ≤ ε2 .
n i=1
with notations on Lemma A.2. In addition, for ε > 0, define
n

σ0 ε
,
A∗n (f0 , σ02 ), ε; 2 := (f, σ 2 ) ∈ Fn0 : max|f (xi ) − f0 (xi )| ≤
i
2o
σ 2 ∈ [σ02 , (1 + ε2 )σ02 ] .

Then for every f ∈ A∗n (f0 , σ02 ), ε; 2 and i ∈ [n],
Ki ((f0 , σ02 ), (f, σ 2 )) =

σ2
1
σ 2 + (f0 (xi ) − f (xi ))2
1
log 2 + 0
− ≤ ε2
2
σ0
2σ 2
2

and
V2,0;i ((f0 , σ02 ), (f, σ 2 ))


(Yi − f0 (xi ))2
(Yi − f (xi ))2
= Varf0 ,σ02 −
+
2σ02
2σ 2


2
σ0 2 σ0 (f0 (xi ) − f (xi ))Zi
1
= Varf0 ,σ02 − (1 − 2 )Zi +
≤ ε2
2
σ
σ2


where Yi ∼ N (f0 (xi ), σ02 ) and Zi :=

Yi −f0 (xi )
σ0

∼ N (0, 1). Hence, we can conclude that



A∗n (f0 , σ02 ), εn ; 2 ⊂ Bn∗ (f0 , σ02 ), εn ; 2 .

(A.7)

Now we define vn as
1/2 
 d
−1
2β+d
(log n)
,
vn := Cp n


which is the width of the network in Lemma A.1. Let vn = (d, vn , . . . , vn , 1)> ∈ NLn +2 , and let
Vn := (d + 1)vn + (Ln − 1)vn (vn + 1) + (vn + 1),
which is the number of parameters in DNN with (Ln , vn ) architecture. For any θ ∈ RTn and any
M with |m(l) |0 = vn for l ∈ [L], there exists Vn dimension index vector jM ⊂ [Tn ] such that
mDNN
fψDNN
= fM
holds for ψM ,θ := (θ)jM ∈ RVn . In other words, fψDNN
is the sub-network of
,θ
M ,θ
M ,θ
DNN
Vn
fM
such that
,θ consisting of the unmasked nodes. Also, there exists ψ̂ ∈ [−n, n]

fψ̂DNN
− f0
[−F,F ]
satisfies for large n by Lemma A.1.
20

∞

<

σ0 εn
4

(A.8)


With (A.7), (A.8) and Lemma A.3, we can obtain the lower bound of Πn Bn∗ (f0 , σ02 ), εn ; 2 by

Πn Bn∗ (f0 , σ02 ), εn ; 2

≥Πn A∗n (f0 , σ02 ), εn ; 2

n
σ0 εn o   2
2
2
2
mDNN
Π
σ
∈
[σ
,
(1
+
ε
)σ
]
=Πn (M , θ) : max |fM
(x
)
−
f
(x
)|
≤
n
i
0
i
0
n 0
,θ [−F,F ]
i
2
n
σ0 εn o
≤
(x
)
−
f
(x
)
≥Πn (M , θ) : |m(1) |0 = · · · = |m(L) |0 = vn , max fψDNN
i
0
i
[−F,F
]
M ,θ
i
2


× Πn σ 2 ∈ [σ02 , (1 + ε2n )σ02 ]
n
≥Πn (M , θ) : |m(1) |0 = · · · = |m(L) |0 = vn , max fψDNN
M ,θ
i


2
2
2
2
× Πn σ ∈ [σ0 , (1 + εn )σ0 ]

≥Πn
(M , θ) : |m(1) |0 = · · · = |m(L) |0 = vn , ψM ,θ − ψ̂

[−F,F ] (xi )

∞

− fψ̂DNN
(xi ) ≤
[−F,F ]

σ0 εn
≤
Ln Ln +1
4dvn n
(Ln + 1)



× Πn σ 2 ∈ [σ02 , (1 + ε2n )σ02 ]


& exp −(λ log n)5 vn2 Ln exp −Vn (log n)2 ε2n




d
d
& exp −λ5 Cp2 CL (log n)5 n 2β+d exp −Cp2 CL (log n)2 n 2β+d n−1 .

σ0 εn o
4



(A.9)

Hence we have that
2

Πn (Bn∗ (η0 , εn ; 2)) ≥ e−nεn
(A.10)
for all but finite many n. Hence by (A.6), (A.10) and Lemma A.2, the proof of (A.5) is done. 
Step 2. Since (A.2) holds for arbitrary {x(n) }∞
n=1 ,
h 
i
2 >
0
E0 Πn (f, σ ) ∈ Fn : ||f − f0 ||2,n + |σ 2 − σ02 | > Mn εn D(n) → 0

(A.11)

also holds. Next, we will check the conditions in Lemma A.4 for
n
o
mDNN
2
mDNN
mDNN
G := g : g = (fM
−
f
)
,
f
∈
F
(L
,
p
,
F,
s
)
,
0
n
n
n
,θ [−F,F ]
M ,θ [−F,F ]
1
κ := , α := ε2n , K1 = K2 = 4F 2 .
2
First, it is easy to check ||g(x)||∞ ≤ 4F 2 and E(g(X)2 ) ≤ 4F 2 E(g(X)) for g ∈ G. Also,
mDNN
mDNN
for every fM
(Ln , pn , F, sn ), there exist ψM ,θ ∈ RSn and fψDNN
∈
,θ [−F,F ] ∈ F
M ,θ [−F,F ]
DNN
mDNN
F
(Ln , sn , F ) such that fM ,θ [−F,F ] = fψDNN
holds.
Since
M ,θ [−F,F ]
(fψDNN
− f0 )2 − (fψDNN
− f0 )2
1 [−F,F ]
2 [−F,F ]
holds for ψ1 , ψ2 ∈ R

n,1

≤ 4F fψDNN
− fψDNN
1 [−F,F ]
2 [−F,F ]

Sn

, there exists c2 > 0 such that
 u

N (u, G, || · ||n,1 ) ≤N
, F DNN (Ln , sn , F ), || · ||n,1
4F

u
≤M
, F DNN (Ln , sn , F ), || · ||n,1
4F

V +
16eF 2
24eF 2 F DNN (Ln ,sn ,F )
≤3
log
u
u
.nc2 Sn Ln log Sn
ε2

for u ≥ n−1 by Theorem 9.4 of [21] and Theorem 6 of [23]. Hence for all t ≥ 8n ,
Z √t
q
 21
√  d
log N (u, G, || · ||n,1 )du . t n 2β+d (log n)4+3τ
κ(1−κ)t
16 max{K1 ,2K2 }


=o

21

√

nt/4
√
96 2 max {K1 , 2K2 }



n,1

holds. To sum up, we conclude that
)
(


||f − f0 ||22,PX − ||f − f0 ||22,n
1
nε2n /8
>
≤
60
exp
−
P
sup
ε2n + ||f − f0 ||22,PX
2
128 · 2304 · 16F 4
f ∈F DNN (Ln ,p0n )
(A.12)
holds for all but finite many n by Lemma A.4. Hence by (A.11) and (A.12), the proof of (A.3) is
done. 
Step 3. Since


1
1
− 2 3
2ks 4k s



2

e−ks ≤

Z

∞

2

e−kt dt ≤

s

1 −ks2
e
2ks

for any k > 0 and s > 0,
−(λ log n)5 s2
s=sn +1 e
e−(λ log n)5

Ppn
Πn (|m(l) |0 > sn ) ≤

5

.e−(λ log n)

sn 2 (λ log n)5

e

(log n)−5

holds for every l ∈ [L]. Then we have that


[
Πn (Fn \ Fn0 ) =Πn 
{|m(l) |0 > sn }
l∈[L]



≤Ln · Πn {|m(1) |0 > sn }



d
. exp −λ5 Cp2 (log n)5+3τ n 2β+d exp (λ log n)5 (log n)−4 .

(A.13)

By (A.9) and (A.13), we obtain
Πn (Fn \ Fn0 )
2
Πn (Bn? (η0 , εn ; 2)) e−2nεn
.




d
exp −λ5 Cp2 (log n)5+3τ n 2β+d exp (λ log n)5
d

d

d

exp(−λ5 Cp2 CL (log n)5 n 2β+d ) exp(−Cp2 CL (log n)2 n 2β+d )n−1 exp(−2(log n)5+2τ n 2β+d )

= o(1),
and thus we have

h 
i
E0 Πn (f, σ 2 )> ∈ (Fn \ Fn0 ) D(n) → 0.

by apply Lemma 1 of [16], which completes the proof of (A.4).
A.4



Proof of Theorem 5.2

The proof is a slight modification of the proof of Theorem 5.1. Let τ := γ − 52 . It suffices to show
β

β

5

the main statement for 0 < τ < 1. Note that εn = n− 2β+d (log n)γ = n− 2β+d (log n)τ + 2 . For Cp
defined in Lemma A.1, we define sn as
 
1/2 
d
sn := Cp n 2β+d (log n)3τ
and sn = (d, sn , . . . , sn , 1)> ∈ NLn +2 . We define
Tn := (d + 1)pn + (Ln − 1)pn (pn + 1) + (pn + 1)
and
Sn := (d + 1)sn + (Ln − 1)sn (sn + 1) + (sn + 1)
22

as the numbers of parameters in the DNNs with (Ln , pn ) and (Ln , sn ) architectures, respectively.
Let Fn be the set of truncated mDNN with the (Ln , pn ) architecture,
Fn := F mDNN (Ln , pn , F ).
Also, we let Fn0 ⊂ Fn by
Fn0 := F mDNN (Ln , pn , F, sn )
In the first step of proof, we fix {x(n) }∞
n=1 and show
h 

i
E0 Πn f ∈ Fn0 : ||φ ◦ f − φ ◦ f0 ||2,n > Mn εn D(n) X (n) = x(n) → 0

(A.14)

as n → ∞ for any Mn → ∞.
In the second step of proof, we extend empirical L2 error to expected L2 error. In other words, we
show
h 
i
E0 Πn f ∈ Fn0 : ||φ ◦ f − φ ◦ f0 ||2,PX > Mn εn D(n) → 0
(A.15)
as n → ∞ for any Mn → ∞.
Then, since we already showed
h 
i
E0 Πn f ∈ (Fn \ Fn0 ) D(n) → 0

(A.16)

in the last step of the proof of Theorem 5.1, the proof of Theorem 5.2 is done by (A.15) and (A.16).
Step 1 For fixed {x(n) }∞
n=1 , let Pf,i and pf,i be the probability measure and density corresponding
to the Bernoulli distribution Ber(φ ◦ f (xi )), respectively. We define the semimetric h2n on Fn0 as the
average of the squares of the Hellinger distances for the distributions of the n individual observations.
In other words, for f1 , f2 ∈ Fn0 ,
n Z
2
1X
√
√
h2n (f1 , f2 ) :=
pf1 ,i − pf2 ,i dPf1 ,i .
n i=1
Also, we define semimetric dn on Fn0 as
dn (f1 , f2 ) := ||φ ◦ f1 − φ ◦ f2 ||2,n .
Note that since f1 , f2 ∈ Fn0 are bounded,
n

d2n

1X
(f1 , f2 ) =
(φ ◦ f1 (xi ) − φ ◦ f2 (xi ))2
n i=1
=

n
2 p
2
p
p
1 X p
φ ◦ f1 (xi ) − φ ◦ f2 (xi )
φ ◦ f1 (xi ) + φ ◦ f2 (xi )
n i=1

.h2n (f1 , f2 )
and
n

d2n

1 X
(f1 , f2 ) =
2n i=1

(

p
2 p
2
p
p
φ ◦ f1 (xi ) − φ ◦ f2 (xi )
φ ◦ f1 (xi ) + φ ◦ f2 (xi )

p
2 p
2
p
p
+
1 − φ ◦ f1 (xi ) − 1 − φ ◦ f2 (xi )
1 − φ ◦ f1 (xi ) + 1 − φ ◦ f2 (xi )
& h2n (f1 , f2 )
holds. Hence, to prove (A.14), it suffices to show
h 

i
E0 Πn (f, σ 2 )> ∈ Fn0 : hn (f, f0 ) > Mn εn D(n) X (n) = x(n) → 0.
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(A.17)

)

Since Hellinger distance possesses an exponentially powerful local test with respect to both the type-I
and type-II errors (Lemma 2 of [16]), we can use standard tools to establish concentration rates that
we restate in Lemma A.2 for the convenience of the reader.
Since φ is L1-Lipschitz function,
N (ε, Fn0 , hn ) .N (ε, Fn0 , dn )
≤N (ε, Fn0 , || · ||2,n ) .
mDNN
mDNN
For every fM
(Ln , pn , F, sn ) there exist ψM ,θ ∈ RSn and fψDNN
,θ [−F,F ] ∈ F
M ,θ
mDNN
DNN
F DNN (Ln , sn , F ) such that fM
=
f
holds.
So
we
get
,θ [−F,F ]
ψM ,θ [−F,F ]

0
N (ε, Fn , || · ||2,n ) =N ε, F DNN (Ln , sn , F ), || · ||2,n

≤M ε, F DNN (Ln , sn , F ), || · ||2,n .

[−F,F ]

∈

Since functions in F DN N (Ln , sn , F ) are bounded by [−F, F ], there exists c3 > 0 such that
V +


12eF 2 F DNN (Ln ,sn ,F )
8eF 2
DNN
log
M ε, F
(Ln , sn , F ), || · ||2,n ≤3
2
2

c L S log Sn
8eF 2
12eF 2 3 n n
≤3
log
2
2
holds for every ε > 0 by Theorem 9.4 of [21] and Theorem 6 of [23]. To sum up,


sup log N ε, Fn0 , hn .Ln Sn log Sn log n
ε>εn

d

n 2β+d (log n)4+3τ
≤nε2n

(A.18)

holds.
Now, we define
Z
Ki (f0 , f ) =

log(pf0 ,i /pf,i )dPf0 ,i ,
Z

V2,0;i (f0 , f ) =

2

(log(pf0 ,i /pf,i ) − Ki (f0 , f )) dPf0 ,i ,

and
n

1X
Ki (f0 , f ) ≤ ε2 ,
Bn∗ (f0 , ε; 2) = f ∈ Fn0 :
n i=1
n

1X
V2,0;i (f0 , f ) ≤ ε2 .
n i=1
For ε > 0, define
n
o
A∗n (f0 , ε; 2) := f ∈ Fn0 : max|f (xi ) − f0 (xi )| ≤ ε .
i

Then by Lemma 3.2 of [53], we can get
A∗n (f0 , εn ; 2) ⊂ Bn∗ (f0 , εn ; 2) .
Now by following the proof of (A.9), we obtain
2

Πn (Bn∗ (η0 , εn ; 2)) ≥ e−nεn

(A.19)

for all but finite many n. Hence by (A.18), (A.19) and Lemma A.2, the proof of (A.17) is done.



{x(n) }∞
n=1 ,

Step 2. Since (A.14) holds for arbitrary
h 
i
E0 Πn f ∈ Fn0 : ||φ ◦ f − φ ◦ f0 ||2,n > Mn εn D(n) → 0
24

(A.20)

also holds. Next, we will check the conditions in Lemma A.4 for
n
o
mDNN
2
mDNN
mDNN
G := g : g = (φ ◦ fM
−
φ
◦
f
)
∈
F
,
f
(L
,
p
,
F,
s
)
0
n
n
n
,θ [−F,F ]
M ,θ [−F,F ]
1
κ := , α := ε2n , K1 = K2 = 1.
2
First, it is easy to check ||g(x)||∞ ≤ 1 and E(g(X)2 ) ≤ E(g(X)) for g ∈ G. Also, for
mDNN
mDNN
every fM
(Ln , pn , F, sn ), there exist ψM ,θ ∈ RSn and fψDNN
∈
,θ [−F,F ] ∈ F
M ,θ [−F,F ]
DNN
mDNN
F
(Ln , sn , F ) such that fM ,θ [−F,F ] = fψDNN
holds.
Since
M ,θ [−F,F ]
(φ ◦ fψDNN
− φ ◦ f0 )2 − (φ ◦ fψDNN
− φ ◦ f0 )2
1 [−F,F ]
2 [−F,F ]
≤4 φ◦

fψDNN
1 [−F,F ]

≤4

−φ◦

fψDNN
1 [−F,F ]

−

fψDNN
2 [−F,F ]
fψDNN
2 [−F,F ]

n,1

n,1

n,1

holds for ψ1 , ψ2 ∈ RSn , there exists c4 > 0 such that

u
, F DNN (Ln , sn , F ), || · ||n,1
N (u, G, || · ||n,1 ) ≤N

4u
, F DNN (Ln , sn , F ), || · ||n,1
≤M
4

V +
16eF
24eF F DNN (Ln ,sn ,F )
≤3
log
u
u
.nc4 Sn Ln log Sn
for u ≥ n−1 by Theorem 9.4 in [21] and Theorem 6 of [23]. Hence for all t ≥
Z

√
t
κ(1−κ)t
16 max{K1 ,2K2 }

ε2n
8 ,

q
 21
√  d
log N (u, G, || · ||n,1 )du . t n 2β+d (log n)4+3τ

=o

√

nt/4
96 2 max {K1 , 2K2 }



√

holds. To sum up, we conclude that
(
)


||f − f0 ||22,PX − ||f − f0 ||22,n
1
nεn /8
P
sup
>
≤
60
exp
−
. (A.21)
ε2n + ||f − f0 ||22,PX
2
128 · 2304
f ∈F DNN (Ln ,p0n )
holds for all but finite many n by Lemma A.4. Hence by (A.20) and (A.21), the proof of (A.15) is
done. 
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B
B.1

Experiment
More detail for mBNN

Masked Bayesian CNN First, we introduce how to apply masking variables for masked Bayesian
CNN. Most of CNN architectures consist of a mixture of sequences of convolution layer and RELU
activation function. For a given CNN, the corresponding masked CNN is constructed by simply
adding masking parameters to the CNN model. For the l-th convolution layer, the masked CNN
screens the channels using binary masking vector whose dimension is equal to the number of channels
in l-th layer. Figure 2 is a illustration of the masked convolution layer.

(a) Original convolution layer

(b) Convolution layer with masking vector

(l)
Figure 2: Convolution layer and
 masked convolution layer. Masking vector m screens channels
(l)
of the l-th layer. When m j = 0, the j-th channel of the l-th layer becomes inactive. Blue and
green rectangles represent input and output channels, and black rectangles represent masked channels.

As we did in Section 3.2, we can simply implement this by converting RELU activation functions into
masked-RELU activation functions. For instance, since Resnet18 structure has 17 RELU activation
functions, we use 17 masking vectors whose dimensions are equal to the number of channels of the
corresponding hidden layer.
Then, the prior Πn given as (4), (5) and (6) is adopted on parameters M and θ, where M is the
concatenate of the all masking vectors and θ is the concatenation of the filters, weight matrices and
bias vectors in the CNN model.
(t)

MCMC algorithm First we keep M (t) fixed and update θ (t) (and σ 2 ) using existing MCMC
algorithm, then we update M (t) using MH algorithm. In practical, we can update M (t) using only
the data in single batch for large-scale dataset. Algorithm 2 is a brief summary of our algorithm.
Algorithm 2 Proposed MCMC algorithm
INPUT: Ttotal , TMH , nMH ∈ N
1: for t = 1 to Ttotal do
(t)
2:
Update θ (t) (and σ 2 ) using existing MCMC algorithm (e.g. HMC, SGLD).
3:
if t % TMH = 0 then
4:
Update M (t) using Algorithm 1, nMH times.
5:
end if
6: end for
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B.2

Experimental setup

We report the experimental setup in Table 2. We use Cauchy prior on the weights and biases in both
BNN and mBNN. Comparisons for different priors are
√in Section B.3. Also, we use HMC [43] with
20 leapfrog steps and SGLD [57] with temperature 1/ n, which is common in SG-MCMC literature
[64, 59]. We use the package of [11] for implementing MFVI. For experiments, we used NVIDIA
TITAN Xp GPUs.
Table 2: Hyper-parameters. Most of the hyper-parameters are set to be the ones given in the
corresponding articles.
Experiments
Method

mBNN

BNN

MFVI [3]

Deep Ensemble [34]

BCGNJ [39]

Hyper-parameters
Prior scale
λ
Nmax
MCMC method
Step size
Step size schedule
Batch size
Thinning interval
Burn-in sample
TMH
nMH
Number of samples

UCI regression datasets
1.0
0.1
3
HMC
10−2
NUTs [28]
Full batch
200
5
10 (epoch)
10
5

Image datasets
0.1
0.04
3
SGLD
10−3
Cosine + Constant
100
20
5
10 (batch)
1
5

Total epochs
Prior scale
MCMC method
Step size
Step size schedule
Batch size
Thinning interval
Burn-in sample
Number of samples

2000
1.0
HMC
10−2
NUTs
Full batch
200
5
5

200
0.1
SGLD
10−3
Cosine + Constant
100
20
5
5

Total epochs
Pretrain
Prior scale
Step size
Optimizer
Batch size
Epochs
Number of samples

2000
×
0.1
10−2
Adam [30]
100
500
5

200
100 epochs with step size 10−3
0.1
10−4
Adam
100
100
5

Total epochs
Step size
Optimizer
Batch size
Epochs per sample
Number of samples

500
10−2
Adam
100
400
5

200
10−3
Adam
100
100
5

Total epochs
Pretrain
Step size
Optimizer
batch size
Epochs
Drop criterion
Number of samples

2000
×
10−2
Adam
100
500
Dropout rate p > 0.95
5

500
100 epochs with step size 10−3
10−4
Adam
100
100
Dropout rate p > 0.95
5

Total epochs

500

200
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B.3

Additional results

In Section 6, we reported the results of the experiments to empirically justify the efficiency of our
mBNN. In this section, we present results of additional experiments. Unless otherwise noted, all the
experimental settings are the same as before.
Extended results for Section 6.1 In Table 1, we compared mBNN with other Bayesian methods in
terms of generalization and uncertainty quantification as well as inferential cost and model capacity
by analyzing several benchmark datasets. Due to space constraints, we did not report all the results in
Table 1. We report the extended results of the experiments in Table 3 and Table 4.
Table 3: Performance on benchmark datasets. Performance of mBNN, BNN, MFVI, Deep
Ensemble and BC-GNJ. When inferring the posterior of BNN and mBNN, we use HMC for UCI
datasets while we use SGLD for image datasets. We report the averages (standard errors) of the
performance measures on the repeated experiments.
Dataset

Boston

Regression

Concrete

Energy

Classification

Yacht

CIFAR10

CIFAR100

Measure
RMSE
NLL
CRPS
FLOPs ↓ in %
Capacity ↓ in %
# Nodes (average)
RMSE
NLL
CRPS
FLOPs ↓ in %
Capacity ↓ in %
# Nodes (average)
RMSE
NLL
CRPS
FLOPs ↓ in %
Capacity ↓ in %
# Nodes (average)
RMSE
NLL
CRPS
FLOPs ↓ in %
Capacity ↓ in %
# Nodes (average)
ACC
NLL
ECE
FLOPs ↓ in %
Capacity ↓ in %
ACC
NLL
ECE
FLOPs ↓ in %
Capacity ↓ in %

BNN
2.942(0.150)
2.613(0.094)
1.485(0.056)
·
·
[13,100,100,1]
4.855(0.164)
3.071(0.058)
2.558(0.072)
·
·
[8,100,100,1]
0.454(0.013)
0.638(0.034)
0.244(0.005)
·
·
[8,100,100,1]
0.638(0.066)
0.860(0.075)
0.323(0.036)
·
·
[6,100,100,1]
0.944(0.001)
0.199(0.003)
0.008(0.000)
·
·
0.765(0.002)
0.981(0.012)
0.002(0.000)
·
·

MFVI
3.295(0.183)
2.689(0.084)
1.713(0.062)
·
·
[13,100,100,1]
5.416(0.184)
3.172(0.055)
2.931(0.090)
·
·
[8,100,100,1]
2.092(0.110)
2.139(0.062)
1.138(0.057)
·
·
[8,100,100,1]
1.469(0.118)
1.771(0.076)
0.747(0.054)
·
·
[6,100,100,1]
0.905(0.002)
0.301(0.005)
0.018(0.003)
·
·
0.669(0.004)
1.322(0.007)
0.007(0.000)
·
·

DeepEns
2.835(0.157)
2.585(0.130)
1.444(0.054)
·
·
[13,100,100,1]
5.009(0.148)
3.028(0.040)
2.648(0.064)
·
·
[8,100,100,1]
0.485(0.013)
0.744(0.035)
0.268(0.006)
·
·
[8,100,100,1]
0.564(0.045)
0.942(0.234)
0.243(0.018)
·
·
[6,100,100,1]
0.945(0.001)
0.196(0.002)
0.007(0.001)
·
·
0.751(0.002)
1.200(0.006)
0.003(0.000)
·
·

mBNNX
2.775(0.110)
2.507(0.067)
1.430(0.042)
89.42(0.50)
89.11(0.51)
[13,38,18,1]
4.794(0.152)
3.036(0.049)
2.563(0.061)
85.80(0.51)
85.41(0.52)
[8,46,25,1]
0.451(0.018)
0.626(0.038)
0.241(0.006)
77.06(0.87)
76.64(0.87)
[8,53,39,1]
0.630(0.043)
0.882(0.089)
0.292(0.014)
81.26(0.72)
80.83(0.72)
[6,49,34,1]
0.938(0.002)
0.205(0.002)
0.006(0.000)
73.28(0.99)
92.23(0.09)
0.752(0.005)
1.014(0.013)
0.002(0.000)
61.23(0.74)
75.16(0.10)

BC-GNJ
2.975(0.149)
2.758(0.117)
1.566(0.056)
81.61(0.59)
81.24(0.59)
[13,39,40,1]
5.082(0.253)
3.367(0.116)
2.640(0.106)
64.64(0.69)
64.22(0.69)
[8,67,49,1]
0.642(0.041)
0.956(0.052)
0.355(0.022)
94.90(0.26)
94.62(0.27)
[6,21,20,1]
1.176(0.104)
1.584(0.070)
0.614(0.038)
69.77(0.70)
69.33(0.70)
[6,60,47,1]
0.908(0.002)
0.305(0.002)
0.012(0.001)
53.92(2.27)
78.88(1.51)
0.603(0.003)
2.000(0.035)
0.006(0.000)
63.28(0.54)
59.30(3.85)

For regression problems, we report the root-mean-squared error (RMSE) of the Bayes estimator,
negative log-likelihood (NLL) and continuous ranked probability score (CRPS) [18] as well as the
reduced inferential costs (FLOPs ↓) and reduced numbers of nonzero parameters (Capacity ↓) of the
node-sparse models. Also, we report the average numbers of nodes in each layer of MLP.
For classification problems, we report the accuracy (ACC), NLL, expected calibration error (ECE) as
well as the reduced inferential costs (FLOPs ↓) and reduced numbers of nonzero parameters (Capacity
↓) of the node-sparse models.
The results in Table 3 show similar results as before. The mBNN saves the inferential cost and
memory usage significantly compared to the non-sparse models while maintaining competitive and
sometimes better prediction accuracy and uncertainty quantification.
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Table 4: Selected structures on image datasets For image dataset experiments with Resnet18
architecture, we report the average numbers of channels of each layer. Compressed models have the
same structure with original model in [24] (i.e. basic-blocks with shortcuts), with only the numbers
of channels decreasing.
Dataset
CIFAR10

CIFAR100

Method
Non-sparse
mBNNX
BCGNJ
Non-sparse
mBNNX
BCGNJ

# channels (mean)
[3,64, 64, 64, 64, 64, 128, 128, 128, 128, 256, 256, 256, 256, 512, 512, 512, 512, 10]
[3, 33, 38, 46, 33, 53, 66, 94, 76, 105, 127, 126, 86, 100, 67, 55, 30, 50, 10]
[3, 63, 28, 64, 48, 64, 121, 108, 86, 128, 199, 230, 29, 151, 57, 420, 96, 429, 10]
[3, 64, 64, 64, 64, 64, 128, 128, 128, 128, 256, 256, 256, 256, 512, 512, 512, 512, 100]
[3, 37, 32, 48, 41, 48, 63, 95, 74, 119, 181, 218, 143, 221, 246, 188, 131, 143, 100]
[3, 62, 17, 63, 23, 61, 73, 92, 48, 114, 92, 176, 52, 162, 257, 416, 299, 511, 100]

In Table 4, we report the average numbers of channels in each layer of selected models by mBNN and
BCGNJ. In mBNN, it is observed that the number of channels increases initially and then decreases as
the layer increases. In contrast, relatively large numbers of channels are preserved in odd-numbered
hidden layers for BCGNJ. This would be partly due to skip connections in the Resnet architecture.
The selected the mBNN architecture would give a useful information for designing DNN architectures
efficiently. We will pursue this issue in near future.
Extended results for Section 6.2 In Figure 1, we reported the results of the experiment on Concrete
dataset to illustrate the efficiency of our proposal distribution in Algorithm 1. Here, we report the full
results for the other UCI datasets in Figure 3.

(a) Boston

(b) Concrete

(c) Energy

(d) Yacht

Figure 3: Efficiency of the proposal The numbers of activated nodes in each layer (y-axis) as the
MCMC iteration (x-axis) proceeds. We compare our proposal (7) with the random proposal on
Section 6.2. It is obvious that the numbers of activated nodes for our proposal distribution decrease
much faster than those for the random proposal.
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Performance of mBNN on different prior on θ Gaussian prior is usually used for θ in other BNN
literature. However, as we report on Section B.2, we used Cauchy prior for θ to ensure theoretical
property. To check performances of mBNN on different priors, we consider the Gaussian prior


1
θi2
Πn (θi ) = √
exp − 2
2ς
2πς 2
with various prior scale ς and the Cauchy distribution
Πn (θi ) =

1
h
πς 1 +


θi 2
ς

i

with various prior scale ς.

(a) Boston

(b) Concrete

(c) Energy

(d) Yacht

(e) CIFAR10

(f) CIFAR100

Figure 4: mBNN with different priors Solid red lines represent Cauchy prior, and dotted blue lines
represent Gaussian prior. We use the prior scales {0.6, 1.0, 1.4} and report the averages of RMSE
and NLL for UCI regression datasets while we use the prior scales {0.05, 0.1, 0.2} and report the
averages of ACC and NLL for image datasets.
In Figure 4, we can see that the Cauchy prior yields improved results for UCI datasets compared
to the Gaussian prior, which is well matched with the theoretical results. However, for the image
datasets, the Gaussian prior seems to work better. Note that our theoretical results do not cover
Bayesian CNN. Theoretical investigation of Bayesian CNN would be an interesting research topic.
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Performance of mBNN on different λ The λ is the hyper-parameter used in the prior of masking
vectors in (4). As mentioned, λ regularizes the widths of the network, and hence larger λ makes the
model smaller. In Figures 5 and 6, we report the performances of mBNN for various choices of the
regularization parameter λ.

(a) CIFAR10

(b) CIFAR100

Figure 5: Reduced Capacity vs ACC Reduced ratio of the number of nonzero parameters (x-axis)
and accuracy (y-axis) according to λ ∈ {0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 0.07, 0.08}. We reported the results
with λ = 0.04 (blue circle) in Tables 1 and 3.

(a) CIFAR10

(b) CIFAR100

Figure 6: Reduced FLOPs vs ACC Reduced inferential costs (x-axis) and accuracy (y-axis) according to λ ∈ {0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 0.07, 0.08}. We reported the results with λ = 0.04 (blue circle) in
Tables 1 and 3.
There is a clear trade-off between the model size and accuracy, which appears in common in other
sparse deep learning literature. By choosing λ appropriately, we can reduce the model capacity
and inferential cost much while not sacrificing the accuracy much (sometimes better) compared to
non-sparse methods. Choosing too large λ result in poor accuracy compared to non-sparse methods,
but mBNN is more accurate than BCGNJ even though it compresses much more, which supports that
mBNN is an efficient tool for compression of DNNs.
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